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2016 SMAC Series finishers (minus a few not present) at the dinner. (Photo by Ben Kimball)

Celebrating the 2016 SMAC Race Series
The SMAC Race Series enjoyed another successful year, with 35 participants each running
in at least one of the 15 series races. This year’s version of the series featured several traditional races, starting with the Ron Hebert 8-miler in early April, along with a few new
additions, including the Happy Valley Half Marathon in October and the final race of the
series, the Clarkdale Cider Run 12K in mid-November.
Runners, families, and friends gathered to celebrate and recognize the participants and
top finishers at the Race Series Recognition Dinner on November 16th. On the women’s
side, Erin Guzowksi finished first overall, while Carla Halpern and Amy Sternheim finished
second and third, respectively. Ron Boyden finished first overall on the men’s side, and
Michael Barlow and Bob Bezio finished second and third, respectively.
Other series participants were Catherine Bezio, Karen Boyden, John de Sousa, Brent Dickinson, Mike Duffy, Bosiljka Glumac, Miodrag Glumac, Vincent Homer, Brian Keleher, Nicole Keleher, Peter Kennedy, Bridget MacDonald, Jodi McIntyre, Jayne Mercier, Christina
Monte, Heather Moore, Brian Pickell, Stephanie Provencher, Ted Ridout, Alyssa
Schwartz, Andrew Shelffo, Jody Slade, Skip Soper, Norman Sproehnle, Vivek Vattipalli,
Gina Vanasse, Ann Van Dyke, Brian Williams, and Katherine Williams.
-John Goda, SMAC Race Series Director

From the Editor

HERE WE GO...
It’s January 1 and our voyage into the new year begins
today. Forging ahead into the big unknown of 2017. So many
uncertainties, so many questions. Including: what kind of runner will you be this year? Competitive? Recreational? Occasional? Persistent? Passionate? Badass? Probably it doesn’t
really matter. Just make sure to be who you want to be. Live
by example, reach for your aspirations, and show the world
someone you would admire.

So what to do about it? In my opinion, we should be actively recruiting. Talking to our fellow runners. Explaining to
them why we think our club is worth it. At any races, parties,
group runs, and events where we encounter other runners,
especially younger ones, mention SMAC and what it does for
us and the greater community. Sell the benefits. Share the
newsletter. Be an advocate… we’re worth it.
By a quirk of scheduling, this January 8 is a HUGE day for
club activities, and we’ve taken to just calling it SMAC Day.
There’s the No Frills 5K and a fun run on the Amherst 10Miler course in the morning, an all-comers indoor track meet
at Smith College in the afternoon, and the Annual Meeting at
6pm at the Marriott in Hadley (see details on p. 32).

SMAC embraces all types of runners, including “former”
and “in-spirit” ones. We all benefit from the diversity. We’ve
got infants in strollers, kids just starting out, teenagers discovering their potential, adults of all ages and stripes and colors, and runners who for various reasons can’t run anymore
but still love the community and are happy to help out. This is
a very good thing. It makes us strong. What we don’t have a
lot of though, are younger runners. Ones just out of college,
in their twenties and full of energy. We have SOME, of
course, and they are amazing. We just don’t have many compared to our older generations. And we’re not alone, it
seems. Some recent stories have reported that road race registrations are declining, and we’ve all seen evidence of that at
various local races (some of which have gone away entirely).

A note on comprehensiveness. We try to cover a wide
variety of races, events, and topics in The Sun, but there’s
only so much we can do and inevitably some get left out. A
few local races we missed coverage of in the past few months
include: the Happy Valley Half-Marathon, the Building a
Healthy Community 5K and Toasted Owl 5K in Northampton
(lots of SMAC members in those results!), the Clarkdale Cider
Run, and the Wilbraham Turkey Trot and East Longmeadow
Stuffing the Pantry Thanksgiving Day races. If you ran or volunteered at any of these and would be up for submitting a
race report for the next issue, please let us know!
Remember, The Sun only happens with your help, so
please keep your contributions coming. Stories, pics, race
recaps, etc. can all be sent to me at alpinefin [at] comcast.net

The Sugarloaf SUN (2017, Issue #1)
is a publication of
Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club (SMAC)
and is produced by, for, and with
the considerable help of its members.

-Ben

Please submit your written work or pictures,
and send comments or questions (or even praise) to:
sugarloafsun@gmail.com
For more about the club and for membership information,
please visit our website at: www.sugarloafmac.org
or call Ron Hebert, Membership Secretary at (413) 584-2917
Publication date: January 1, 2017
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SMAC Survey

Fall 2016 SMAC Survey Results
by Tom Raffensperger
This past fall, SMAC members were sent a link to an online
survey about the club. They were asked to rank activities and
goals, and were given an opportunity to write in their own
comments about anything they wanted to note or address.
There were 36 responses, many of whom gave comments.
It’s clear that our members care deeply about the club!
Summary
 Overall, current club activities are ranked highly by re-

spondents. This means that we are doing a lot of good
work. Most people are happy with the club overall.
 While members highly rate current social activities, they

want more, especially in conjunction with running activities (e.g., potlucks, picnics, and post-race get-togethers).
 The club should continue to balance its efforts between

races and training opportunities (e.g., track training and
group runs). Both are important and a balance seems to
serve members well.

Runner and Event Support: In retrospect, these areas might
have been separated out. The course and timing gear were
ranked most important. The Boston Marathon entry lottery
and SMAC-branded merchandise were close behind.
Youth Track: Ranked most important across all categories.
Way to go Youth Track!
Track: Track training sessions were ranked very highly, but
track meets lagged far behind. This may show the prevalence
of distance runners in the club for whom track training sessions are beneficial but for whom track meets might be of
less interest. Free time trials were ranked “somewhat important.” Many people expressed interest in structured training and coaching.
Media and Communications: The Sun topped this category,
with the website and race calendar close behind. Facebook
beat out other forms of social media, including the Google
Group by a substantial margin.

 The Race Series is a very important component of the

club, though there are ideas to make it more flexible and
accessible.
 Youth Track, the Race Series, the Amherst 10-Miler, the

Northampton 5K XC races, and the SMAC Sun were rated
the most important activities of the club.
 Most (but not all) of our members see themselves as

competitive and serious in some way. Achievement of
goals (whether in competition or personal fitness) is important to them.

Importance of activities within each category

Racing: The Race Series and the 10-miler were considered
most important, but ALL races were ranked in the somewhatto-very important range.
Group Runs: Non-competitive training runs and group fun
runs were ranked highest. Many people wanted to have social activities afterward, like potlucks or just meeting somewhere afterward for conversation.

Summary of Comments
There seem to be two sets of values expressed in the comments: one is to support new and fitness runners, and the
other is to support advanced, competitive runners. Most people understand that the club can do both, but feel that we
should do so intentionally. Several people wanted the club to
participate in the USATF Grand Prix. Most people like the club
trying new things. Some asked for the Race Series to be more
flexible, with some ability to incorporate a race or two from
the Northampton weekly races. Some people expressed confusion over club communications, and the wish to have one
clear channel of communication. A few people expressed the
wish for help or coaching to learn about things such as ultrarunning, injury prevention, or runner’s nutrition.
SMAC members are always encouraged to write in to the Sun
or to the Board to share their thoughts and ideas for the club.

Social Activities: The Series Dinner, Annual Meeting and Dinner, and any awards given by the club were ranked highest in
this area. New ideas such as a running festival and summer
picnic were all on the high side of “somewhat important.”
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SMAC Racing

Forecast for Late February: An Amazing Amherst 10-Miler!
In two months, SMAC will host the 43rd annual Amherst
10-Miler, drawing runners from all over New England and
beyond, and your help is needed. Since 1975, the race has
served as the unofficial start to the road racing season in the
region. It was created by standout runner and coach (and
SMAC co-founder) Tom Derderian, and originally called the
Sugarloaf Town and Country Ten Mile Road Race. It’s gone by
a number of other names in subsequent years (the Jones 10Miler, the Five College Realtors 10-Miler, etc.), but the basic
character still remains the same: a fun and scenic run along
sometimes snowy country roads.
The scheduling of the race is intentional. It is an ideally
placed long training run for the Boston Marathon, especially
if you include warm-up and cool-down miles. It’s also a great
prep for Boston’s hills (let it be known to newcomers: the 10Miler ain’t flat!).
The Amherst 10-Miler will once again be the kickoff race
of the New England Grand Prix Road Race series this year.
The race has historically attracted the New England region’s
top talent, including:
 Bill Rodgers, who won the first year it was held and used

it as a training run for his first Boston Marathon victory;
 Bob Hodge, a seven-time Mt. Washington Road Race win-

ner and the 1979 Boston Marathon 3rd place finisher;
 Nancy Conz, the winner of the 1982 Chicago Marathon,

who set a 10-miler course record that stood for 30 years,
and who has won this race a record six times;

-- bringing back the original course: The race will begin in
front of Amherst Regional High School and finish in the parking lot of Wildwood Elementary School, with registration and
post-race amenities halfway in between, at the Amherst Regional Middle School.
-- providing a bag drop/gear car to bring your warm dry
clothes to the finish line for the .3(-ish)-mile walk back to the
post-race food at the Middle School (in addition to access to
locker rooms and showers)
-- adding cheering crews along the course and at the finish
-- providing long-sleeve cotton t-shirts to all registered runners (and volunteers!)
-- a finisher’s award (a comfy winter hat) for all race finishers
-- returning to hot post-race food, including pizza and chili
-- rolling back the entry fee to what it was the last time we
ran the original course: $35 through February 12, 2017, and
$40 from February 13, 2017 through race day
This year’s event will take place at 11 a.m. on Sunday,
February 26. Registration for the race is open now at runreg.com. You can also sign up to volunteer at the same site.
The weather is often a wild card for this race, but no matter
what the conditions, there will always a place for you there.
It’s a big and important race for the club, so all SMAC members are encouraged contribute as volunteers or racers, or
even just as crowd support. Hope to see you there!

 Heidi Westerling, the 14th woman finisher (and 7th

American woman finisher) in the 2009 Boston Marathon.
We anticipate another exciting showdown among teams
from across New England this year. Cash prizes will be
offered for individual runners, including awards for first place
male and female, age group awards, and awards to the male
and/or female who can set a new course record (current
course records for the original course are held by Bob Hodge
at 48:57 and Nancy Conz at 57:05). In recognition of the talent right here in the Valley, cash prizes will also be awarded
to the fastest male and female local runners (i.e., from
Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin counties).
For those of you who have run the race over the past few
years, you are in for a number of exciting changes this year,
as we are going back in time and reinstating some of the elements that make the Amherst 10-Miler the classic New England Road Race that we have grown to love, while also adding in some new fun stuff! These changes include:

ALL SMAC MEMBERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND!
To volunteer, please contact race director Donna Utakis
donnautakis@yahoo.com

For all the details, visit the race website: www.amherst10miler.com
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Race Report

2016 Hatfield Lions Club Dan Barry Memorial 5-Mile Road Race (11/6/16)
by Ben Kimball
A few years ago I had a great day at this event, finishing
with a time very close to my PR time for 5 miles and just
barely beating out JoEllen at the very end (after spending
most of the race trying to catch her!); I do not get to finish
ahead of JoEllen very often. This year I had to settle for a recovery-me time of several minutes slower, but I still enjoyed
it. I like the camaraderie of the smallish size, the helpful
course volunteers, and the excellent post-race food offerings.

The course is very nearly pancake-flat, save for two short
uphill bursts around mile 1 and a swift downhill surge right at
mile 4. Which means it’s an ideal race for pace training, or at
least more so than most other races around here (save for
perhaps the 5K for Farmland), it allows for direct mile-to-mile
split comparisons. While I often prefer to run by feel and instinct, letting my body tell me how fast it can go, sometimes
it can be informative to pay attention to the numbers and/or
see how close you can come to a uniformly even pace.

Although overall participation was down from previous
years, the race was well-attended by SMAC members, including Mike Barlow, Bob Bezio, Ron Boyden, Jackie Choate,
Mike Duffy, James Farrick, Jeff Folts, Erin Guzowski, Carla
Halpern, Peter Kennedy, Bridget MacDonald, Mark Mazzola,
Michael Murphy, Brian Pickell, Stephanie Provencher, JoEllen Reino, John Reino, Ted Ridout, Andrew Shelffo, Amy
Sternheim, Gina Vanasse, Teresa Vincent, Brian Williams,
and Kathie Williams. Runners were rewarded generously beyond the standard race amenities. As mentioned before, the
post-race food was exceptional. There was both vegetarian
and meat lasagna, baked potatoes, rolls, salad, and lots more.
And of course, there’s the reason why this event is also sometimes called the “potato race” – everyone gets to go home
with a free 5-lb. bag of fresh, local Hatfield potatoes to savor.
full results here

Some SMAC racers finishing up the 2016 Dan Barry race by
flying down Billings Way past the elementary school and old
tobacco barn with colorful murals in Hatfield.
Top (L-R): James Farrick, Theresa Vincent, Amy Sternheim.
Bottom (L-R): Andrew Shelffo and Stephanie Provencher.
(Photos by Ben Kimball)
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Race Report

Monson as My First Half Marathon
by Aleks Kajstura
I recently ran (survived) my first half marathon.
The stats:
Pace: 10:27 min/mi, for a total time of 2:16:53
Elevation gain: 948 feet, more or less “hilly”
Pants: well, let’s just go with “on”
Here’s a little background for this story: I only really started running last year. I had just left roller derby after 5 years
playing and coaching for the local league. I wanted to spend
more time outside, and so I made a new year’s resolution out
of one of my “someday” goals – I was going to complete a
triathlon. I don’t know what I was thinking. But I suspect a
similar failing of logic was at play when I decided to run 13.1
miles this year.
At the time I made this questionable decision, the Monson Memorial Classic Half Marathon was listed on SMAC’s
race series page, and I was free that weekend, and so, yeah…
that might have been the extent of my research. I signed up.
I heard it was really hilly, so I mapped it out. Yup, hills.
But 13 miles seemed just as unreasonably long as the hills
seemed tall, so I was undeterred (stubborn?). I got the Hanson’s half-marathon book and picked the “just finish” plan (I
fell short of the recommended criteria to constitute a
“beginner” -- ouch).
And so I was slated to start my 18-week training plan in
July. I still had a few tri’s left in my season, so I went about
Frankensteining the running plan’s long, slow build into my
existing training schedule. Overall things went really well
with training. I started in the middle of camping season, and
Vermont has no shortage of mountains, so it was easy
enough to meet my elevation goals, and my dog couldn’t
have been happier with all the extra time in the woods.
After a few months, my concept of distance had shifted.
All of a sudden 3 miles was no longer “far” and then 4 miles
counted as a short run. Things were falling into place.
But soon enough, race day was looming. And then race
day was here.
I was nervous: the race started at noon. What do I even
do for half a day before a race? I had a bit of breakfast, drank
a ton of water, and paced about nervously while squeezing in
a chore here or there, and finished getting my race gear in
order.
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The forecast predicted something in the 40’s – a temperature range that I find really awkward for running. I packed a
few extra clothing options, delaying the decision as long as I
could. I got picked up by a running buddy who was running
the accompanying 5K, and off we went. We found a parking
spot a block away from the staging area, where folks were
already starting to run about warming up.
We got our bearings and headed into city hall to pick up
our bibs and swag. For the half, the bag included a pint glass
and a really sweet neon long-sleeved shirt that I knew I’d be
excited about later, once it was all over and the nerves wore
off. There was also a little program with more info about the
history of the race – it’s a memorial race and a fundraiser to
support kids with cancer.
By the time we went back to the car to stash everything
we wouldn’t need, it was clear that the weather was not conforming to forecast. It was less windy, more sunny, and perceptively warmer. I settled on just a t-shirt and compression
shorts.
Now it’s time to go back to city hall for the opening
speech and bagpipes. Next up is the National Anthem. I realize my shorts are on inside out… and, oh man, they’re on
backwards too. I assess my options. The person singing the
anthem is standing in the doorway to the building where the
line-less bathrooms are, so that’s out. Quick glance at my
watch makes me question whether I can make it to and
through the line at the porta-potties… it’s a long shot, and I
don’t know how far up the street the actual starting line is…
so that’s out. I use my remaining minute to come to terms
with the fact that I’ll be a running wardrobe malfunction.
Will the seams chafe? Only one way to find out… we walk
behind the bagpipers to the start. So far, so good. We’re
scooted up a bit further down the street, and then once
more. Once everyone is satisfied we’ve reached the actual
starting line, I settle into a starting position well in the back
where I see a few other folks with hydration packs; safe to
say we’re all planning on being out there a while.
And off we go.
Up the street, a right turn, up a little hill, meandering between cars that are trying to make their way through what is
still a fairly dense pack. As I turn another corner I can see the
field quickly stretch out ahead of me. I glance back. There’s
still a good group of folks back here. [Continued next page]
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Race Report
[Monson, continued from previous page]

Ok, so I won’t be running completely alone. I settle into my
run, I pass folks going downhill, they pass me back going uphill, and so it goes until one by one I stop passing them.
“Yellow shirt,” “orange shirt,” “purple shirt tied around the
waist,” and finally “cool tights”; they all drift off into the distance ahead of me.
And we keep going uphill. Every time my legs feel like
they’re getting a bit of a break I check the course elevation
printout I brought along. OK, mile 4’s coming up, more uphill.
The beautiful scenery and old stone walls start to melt
together. Despite the elevation gain, the first 6 miles are
downright enjoyable. But doubts start creeping in. A guy goes
by on a bike, I envy him. Why am I trying to cover 13 miles on
foot? This is very inefficient. Who came up with concept, and
why am I participating?
At the top of the hill the bike man pulls up by the side of
the road and rests his bike against a tree. I wish I could do
that. Then a runner meets up with him: the bike is a personal
support vehicle! Bottles are exchanged and there’s a refuel.
That catches me off guard, I second-guess my preparedness. I
pat down my vest. Still good on water. Oh crap, where did my
food go? Somewhere along the way I lost a half-eaten pack of
maple syrup. Well it’s good thing I brought an extra one. But
now I feel bad about littering. Ah well. Nothing I can really do
about that now; I give each pocket’s cord an extra pull, hope
nothing else falls out, and try to focus back on the running.
I didn’t really know what to expect on the course, but the
water stations seemed well placed, and staffed by pleasant
and enthusiastic folks. A few families are also out cheering,

and nearly every little kid excitedly reaches out for a highfive. It’s a nice distraction, and I’m thankful they haven’t
bored of it by the time I get to them.
Soon enough there’s more downhill than up, and I hit a
stretch of road I recognize, having ran it about an hour earlier
on this squished-figure-8 course. There are now squarely
more miles behind me than ahead. The course forks again for
the last time and the 10-mile mark can’t come soon enough.
10 miles! My legs now alternate between second-wind
autopilot and whiny “but I dontwanna!” OK body, you’ve
gone this far before, and you only have 5K left, and you’ve
done 5K’s before, remember? It’s really not so very far to
go...
Finally I get to marker 11. Which is, like, at least 5 miles
out from marker 10, I swear.
Mile 12. OK, 15 more minutes, tops, and this will all be
over. And it was. Mile marker 13, a sad attempt at a sprint,
the finish chute, over-excited cheering friend, and lastly, a
finisher’s medal.
And that is the story of how I came in 83rd out of 99 in
my first half marathon. It’s also the story of how I can confidently report that my shorts can be worn inside out and
backwards for 13.1 miles with no chafing.

So there ya go: Monson.
I’m never doing this again. Of course, next time I run it, it
won’t be my first.
Aleks is a SMAC member who lives in Sunderland.

Left: Runners at the
annual Talking Turkey
6-miler along the
trails of Ashley Reservoir in Holyoke (see
articles by SMAC’s
own Barry Auskern
and John Stifler in a
few more pages).
(Photo by John Stifler)
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Race Report

Give ‘em the Bird 5K
by Alex and Janet Wirth-Cauchon
After just two years, the Give ‘em the Bird 5K in Easthampton has become our favorite race of the year. Race director Tom Raffensperger and his crew put on a fun and well-run
event all while raising money for a very worthy cause. This
year they raised $15,000 for the Easthampton Community
Center, which had been threatened by budget cuts in 2015.
On Thanksgiving morning, we bundled up and headed to
the registration early since we had not pre-registered. Everything was set up and ready for us so we had plenty of time to
hang out before heading out for our warm-up along the Manhan Rail Trail, situated between woods and the mill buildings
of Easthampton. We timed our out-and-back to make it to
the car in time to remove our extra layers and head to the
start where we ran into SMAC member Mark Mazzola and
our friend and colleague Devon Smith.
One of the things that makes the Give ‘em the Bird 5K
such a great race is that you can take it as seriously or as
playfully as you wish. About three quarters of a mile in, an
energetic group of pilgrims directed us off of the rail trail onto Clapp Street. Alex was feeling pretty smug about things
after the 1-mile mark because he was closing in on other runners ahead. However, that sense of smugness started to
wane when he heard relaxed voices chatting amicably closing
in from behind. The talkative trio included Christa Syfu, the
eventual first place woman, Cameron Zawacki, and Tyler
Greenwood. Being caught and passed is one thing; being
caught and passed by people out for a conversational pace
run is another thing. Alex decided to try to stick with them.

Pilgrims planning to Give ‘em the Bird.
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That plan worked for a while even though he was not able to
join in the chatter. This helped make Alex’s third mile his fastest. Then, in the last half mile, the trio picked up the pace.
Alex could tell that if he stuck with them he might be able to
catch and pass eventual age-group winner David Abbott.
However, Alex’s inner lazy man won the argument and he
wasn’t able to stick with Christa or catch David.
On the less serious side, Janet lined up well back of the
front runners, enjoying the turkey hats, tutus, and various
other Thanksgiving paraphernalia sported by runners. Just
before the start, the race director announced the total
amount raised--$15,000--and this was just the jolt of excitement needed to get off to a great start. We ran through the
pretty fields, farms, and neighborhoods of Easthampton,
which was a good distraction from the many runners passing
Janet for the first two miles. Things were looking up for the
third mile, as she stepped up the pace and finished within a
few minutes of last year’s time.
Part of the pleasure of the race is cheering all of the other
runners for their effort and especially for the creative costumes and hats they wore.
Following the race, we headed to the Abandoned Building
Brewery to pick up a growler, which helped us with the
Thanksgiving cooking ahead. We’re already looking forward
to next year’s edition!
Results on Coolrunning

15K raised for the Easthampton Community Center!
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Talking Turkey 11/26/16, Holyoke, MA
(38th edition)

Talking Turkey 2016
(or any other year)

by Barry Auskern

by John Stifler

Very few road races have endured and stood the test of
time. Who here remembers such erstwhile Western Mass
gems like the Riverside Twilight 5-Miler (Bob Hodge once
raced this in a blazing 23:06 and only finished in 5th place! —
this was back in 1984 when the local racing scene had a very
different flavor); Leverett’s Spring Fling 10K; and Springfield’s
Great Paper Chase (also a 10K)? One long-standing race that
has lasted into the 21st century is Holyoke’s Talking Turkey 6
miler. The run is billed as a “cross-country” race, but it’s really a series of two loops that traverse Ashley Reservoir on fairly flat, well-graded dirt roads. Though it’s billed as a 6-mile
race, I’ve always suspected (based on my mile-split times)
that the sixth mile was a bit on the short side. Garmin runners, any confirmation on the actual length of the course?

What does it for me at the Talking Turkey, maybe what
does it for most participants, is those pine trees surrounding
the reservoir. You get out there on a cold, late November Saturday, running with five or six or seven hundred other people
along the dirt-and-gravel jeep track that encircles the water
and then criss-crosses it, and the place belongs to you. No
traffic. No billboards, no houses, probably not even a dog.
Just trees, water, air and a bunch of other runners.

I have run this race in all sorts of weather conditions over
the past twenty years: from snowstorms, to warm balmy 53degree days, to gusty days where the water from the reservoir violently splashed up onto the causeway path. But this
year, once the early rain squalls had passed, provided pretty
ideal conditions: 44 degrees at race start, overcast skies, little
wind, and a fairly dry course with few puddles.
The race historically benefits from 100–200 “day-of-race”
entrants, but this year a pre-race rain kept the “fair weather
runners” at home on their couches, working off their Thanksgiving calories in front of a TV screen. Overall numbers were
down from the usual 900 or so entrants, and some of that is
probably due to the plethora of nearby races that have
sprouted up over the past five years or so. Once upon a time,
Talking Turkey was the only race in the area during the
Thanksgiving weekend, unless you counted the Manchester
(Connecticut) Road Race. Recently the holiday weekend has
featured races in Greenfield, Wilbraham, Longmeadow, and
Easthampton, all taking their share of the racing community.
This year saw a mere 548 official finishers cross the finish
line, who then headed off for the traditional post-race chowder, ziti, and copious amounts of beer.
SMAC finishers included Apryl Sabadosa, Sohan Tyner,
Bob Bezio, Eric Ciocca, Brian Pickell, Barry Auskern, JoEllen
Reino, Abigail Touhey, Ted Hale, Mike Murphy, Jim Reis,
Leeann Cerpovicz, Karen McAmis, Erin Guzowski, Paul Serio,
Brianna Charow, Mike Duffy, Jayne Mercier, Gina Vanasse,
Theresa Vincent, John Stifler, Caitlin Vaughn, Shannon
Chabot, and Don Grant.
Results on Coolrunning
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It’s a great course. Normally I’m biased in favor of courses
with uphills and downhills, while the nearest thing to a hill at
the Talking Turkey is nothing more than a hundred yards of
upward grade from the reservoir shore to the finish line in
the Elks’ big yard. In this race, however, the combination of
unspoiled scenery, the unpaved surface, the brisk air, and the
quiet intensity of some of the individual and head-to-head
races-within-the-race add up to make every step exciting.
The Talking Turkey also seems to me to be an excellent
occasion to study my pace. Short of running six miles – not
10K; this race is an old English six miles – on a track, the Holyoke course gives you six pretty even miles in terms of terrain, so you can study your ability to hold a pace really well.
Subjectively speaking, my best performance at the TT was
half a dozen years ago, when my running had been too iffy to
be called training, and my race goal was simply to break nine
minutes for one of those six miles. As it turned out, I broke
nine for every mile.
Two other Talking Turkeys are peculiarly paired in my
memory, each involving another runner.
You know that moment in a race where you’ve been following someone for a mile or so, and maybe just possibly you
are slightly gaining on him or her, and you consider whether,
when, and how to pass this runner? At the end of the fifth
mile one year, that particular runner was a guy about my age,
40 yards ahead of me, looking as though he was almost my
speed but maybe getting tired. The gap shrank to 35 yards,
then 30. We made the turn around that little brick utility
building that you pass on your right just before going down a
corridor of pines and coming to the reservoir’s edge again.
Along that stretch, I accelerated just enough to catch up
with him. The effort was as much as I could manage, exhilarating despite the strain. Pulling up to his left shoulder, I
glanced at him and said something like, “Let’s pull each other
in?” He nodded. “Yeah.”
[Continued next page]
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We did, with the intuitive communication two strangers
can sometimes discover between them when both are focused on the same thing. I don’t remember which of us finished before the other, but of course neither of us cared. We
both finished probably 10 or 20 seconds faster than either of
us would have if we’d been trying to beat each other. Very
satisfying.
A year later, same situation, different outcome.
In the same place on the course, I was once again running alone but calculating that I could catch up with a guy 30plus yards ahead of me. I remembered the previous year, felt
inspired, ran harder, caught up to him, side by side on his left
shoulder. Glanced at him but was breathing too hard to try to
talk at all. Just nodded, sort of, and looked ahead, hoping
he’d get that we were going to share the pace.
He grunted something. I looked at him again.
“There’s more path,” he said, nodding to our left.
“Huh?”
“You’re crowding me,” he said.
Stretched to the limits of what my brain could make my
body do, I moved left a bit, still running at the pace that kept
us side by side.
He surged forward, almost sprinting. It dawned on me
that I had bothered him by coming up on him, and he was
trying to get rid of me any way he could. In another moment
he had slowed way down, and I hurried past him, figuring
there was nothing to do except run as hard as possible. Fortunately, the race ends with that little bit of uphill, so the finish felt good as it usually does at this race. I got some water.
A few minutes later, I found the guy. He had finished and
was waiting to cheer for some friends. I walked up to him,
thinking I’d explain that I had meant to share some kind of
implicit encouragement for the final mile.
“Hey,” I said. “I didn’t mean to be crowding you or anything. I just – ”
“I can’t believe you did that!” he said, glaring. “That was
the worst example of bad sportsmanship I’ve ever seen!”
It was a few years ago; I hope he has forgotten it by now
and isn’t reading this.
Anyway, for me the 2016 Talking Turkey was a pretty solitary thing. I did surge past one guy about halfway through,
and then he surged by me three minutes later and disappeared into the pack ahead. In the final mile, I followed, but
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could not overtake, an eight-year-old kid who will probably
be recruited by the University of Oregon when he’s 17. As
usual, I loved the whole thing.
Some races are planned and conducted by hard-core runners. Others are conceived and executed by civic groups, nonprofit organizations seeking to raise money for their cause,
and festival planners who decide to include a footrace somewhere in their larger celebration of some centennial or charter day or the full moon or what have you. The former category includes, for example, the Amherst 10-Miler; the latter is
like the St. Patrick’s Race in Holyoke.
Maybe the Talking Turkey is, I think, more the latter than
the former. No matter how hardcore you think you are, when
you run this race you’re part of a party at the Elks Club. The
beer is flowing, and there are plenty of non-runners, especially downstairs at the bar where the football game is on and
the blues band is kicking. No yogurt cups or bananas or whatever-ade bottles line the post-race food table; the fare is
chowder and pasta and cookies.
But I think this race is in a separate class. The course is
part of it, and so is the overall organization. The Talking Turkey remains comfortably less commercial than so many higher-profile races in New England. If there’s ever a corporate
logo on display here, it’s a local bank or brewery, unostentatiously included somewhere on those superb long-sleeved
shirts they give you. One year the Elks used a big regional registration system, but I think people complained, and a year
later they were back to something simpler, easier to use, that
didn’t generate endless emails to each participant afterward.
Bill Harbilas is always there, calmly chatting with friends
in a way that conceals how much work he and many others
have done beforehand to make sure the event goes smoothly. His wife, Sally, painted a beautiful picture of the runners
strung out along the water’s edge under the trees, reproduced as a poster some years ago. When I’ve covered the
race from the lead pickup truck, the organizers have made it
easy for me in ways a larger race might not be able to. Dick
Arsenault handles the finish line and timing with unmatchable
folksiness of the best kind.
And one year, sure enough, Steve Jones – the Steve Jones,
who at one point held the world record for the marathon –
showed up to join the party. The organizers served beer in
bottles with customized labels, each bearing a photo of Steve.
Thank you Elks. Thank you Empire One Running Club.
Thank you, musicians, food servers, beer pourers. Thank you
fellow runners, thank you family members for running this
race with me.
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Gorge apres Gorge 2016
Celebrity Sighting at Hilltown Race!
by Tom Davidson
The 5th annual Gorge apres Gorge 5K race was held on
November 27th in Chesterfield. This event calls itself the
“Best Little Race in the Hilltowns,” and it certainly lived up to
that billing again this year. Hosted by the Hilltown Land Trust
and The Trustees of Reservations and flawlessly directed by
veteran race directors Leslie Charles and Tanya Rapinchuk,
the event had exactly 100 finishers.
Exact temperatures at the race start were reported by
most attendees as “warmer than last year,” and despite rising only to the middle 30’s several brave souls were seen to
be wearing shorts (Mr. Pezzati, etc.). Following the traditional
singing of our National Pastime Anthem, “Take Me Out to the
Ball Game” in honor of the memory of Zephyr Rapinchuk,
Tanya’s son, the racers were off. The course featured a mix of
rolling hills and flats running alongside the East Branch of the
Westfield River. It goes about a mile and a half out to a turnaround point marked by a cone and then returns back to the
start line. Rocks and dirt and mud were found in abundance.
While most runners managed to keep themselves upright
and avoid tripping or slipping, there were some reports of
falls (but no injuries). SMAC finishers included Bob Bezio,
Phillip Bricker, Lisa Chase, Tom Davidson, Jennifer Garrett,
Karin George, Bosiljka Glumac, Miodrag Glumac, Aleks
Kajstura, Peter Kennedy, Ben Kimball, Gram Pezzati, Patrick
Pezzati, Rick Scott, Ben Thompson, and Ann Van Dyke.

The race features one of the most coveted finisher
awards in the Valley: the Cookie Medal, a homemade cookie
on a ribbon placed around the neck of each finisher. The
awards for overall winners and for women and men in each
age group feature hand-knit hats, each one a unique trophy
for the recipient.
Check out Tanya’s article about last year’s race on p. 10
on the Jan/Feb 2016 issue of The Sun.
A ripple of excitement was felt in the crowd during the
post-race festivities and curious eyes turned to catch a
glimpse when someone cried out, “You’re Ben Kimball? Not
THE Ben Kimball!” It did indeed turn out that local celebrity
author of the Trail Running Western Massachusetts guidebook and editor of The Sugarloaf Sun, Ben Kimball, was one
of the race finishers.
[Editor’s note: Yes, I considered just deleting that whole last
paragraph. No, I didn’t do it. Yes… maybe I should have!]

Above left: Bennett Scott and Rick Scott. Above Right: Tanya
Rapinchuk welcomes finishers back in style. Below Right: Karin
George and Ruby Phelps (Photos by Ben Kimball)
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Hot Chocolate Run 2016
by Karin George
“How Much? Seriously, how much?? Wow, that’s amazing. And what’s the population of your town again? Wait…
HOW much???” That’s often the reaction from friends and
family who live outside of Northampton when I describe and
boast about the Hot Chocolate Run for Safe Passage. Now in
its thirteenth year, this annual walk, jog, and super competitive run brought in more than $575,000 to address domestic
violence and abuse in Hampshire County. The overall total is
impressive to be sure and yet, what’s even more impressive
is the community spirit that shows itself in full force on the
first Sunday in December – Hot Chocolate Sunday.
Simply put, there’s something for everyone. If you want
to walk with family and friends at a less competitive pace,
you can do that. If you want to test your end of the racing
speed with some serious competition all around you, you can
do that. Or if you are like me this year and
recovering from surgery for a broken collarbone, you can run without a time goal
and in a reindeer costume. For me and for
many, this joyous celebration of community impact and support is also quite serious. In fact, it’s personal. Members of my
extended family have been victims of violence and some are even abusers. Even
typing that out seems stunning and surreal to me, and yet it’s so real. I’d prefer
desperately for the Safe Passages in our
world to be unnecessary and that the Hot
Chocolate Run could be “just another
weekend road race.”
There’s no other event I know of that
brings together all the pathways in my life
(and I suspect in the lives of many others
in our community). A runner for 40 years
now, a professional fundraiser for 30, and
always passionate about my home com-

munity, I can give where I live and make an immediate difference. The fundraising gets as competitive as the racing, as
different teams challenge each other, trash talk, and even
make gifts to each other’s efforts.
The running and racing component of all this is not overlooked either. High-schoolers fresh off of cross-country seasons, collegiate runners wanting one last chance to snag a 5K
PR, local running teams and clubs, and athletes of all ages are
treated to a moderately challenging course with a serious
downhill kick to the finish. The men and women of the Western Mass Distance Project have swept the podiums for the
past few years, but are closely chased by both SMAC-ers and
other club members alike. Nothing is taken for granted during
this race and fast times are rewarded with best-time and agegraded scoring.
There’s a lot to boast about when
people ask me to describe this most successful fundraising event. There’s a lot to
boast about when people ask if my community is a collaborative and caring one.
There’s a lot to boast about when people
ask if there are fast runners in Western
Massachusetts. On Sunday, December 4, I
boasted and grinned all day, and on December 5, I started saving money for the
2017 version with visions of breaking another record in mind.

History of Hot Chocolate Run:
www.hotchocolaterun.com/about/

2016 Hot Chocolate Run results
Karin at the 2016 Hot Chocolate Run

Racing Nugget
As you approach a water station and see volunteers standing
there with filled (or more often partly filled) cups at the end of
their outstretched arms, make a subtle point to the water cup
you want. Eye contact helps. They’ll be grateful for the heads-up
and you’ll move through the aid station more efficiently.
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Got a racing tip? Send it along and we’ll share it in an upcoming
issue! While we’re at it, please consider sharing your funniest
running moments, SMAC-related stories, and silly shenanigans.
Wardrobe malfunctions? Do tell! Also wanted: all advice, ideas,
reviews, recipes, photos, drawings, secrets, and more! And it’s
always great to hear where people’s favorite places to run are.
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Far-Flung Fun Run

Kiawah Island Marathon (12/10/2016)
by Dave Martula
Tim Kliegl (marathon/fish man) and I traveled down to
South Carolina to run the Kiawah Island Marathon, which has
been happening down there for nearly 40 years. Tim has a
home in Tennessee and the timing was right for him to head
over there after the marathon. He thought it would be a treat
anyway. This would be my 4th marathon of the fall and 6th
for the year. I thought running that many marathons would
help me get back into ultra shape. Ha!

After landing in Charleston, SC on Friday, we motored out
to the Island to get our bibs, tour the tiny expo, and then pick
up the keys to our accommodations. We took advantage of
the Friday evening meal at the race center. (For those who
know Tim and his 2016 “beer and running program,” no, he
did not have a beer.)
The marathon was scheduled to start at 8 AM the next
day. After some discussion, we decided to take a shuttle to
the start, 2 miles from our housing. It would have been a
good warmup, but I dreaded limping back to our rooms after.
The race began about 8:02. Though there were mats at
the start to record our times, the organizers said that only
gun time would count (this was a Boston qualifier). I got behind the 4:15 pacer and Tim went further up to join the 3:55
people. It took me about 2 minutes to cross the start line.
Temperature at the start was about 36 degrees. Last year, it
got into the high 70s. There were roughly 1,000 marathoners
at the start, plus another 2,800 half marathoners.
The course is flat and has several out-and-back points in
order to keep the course within the island. The island is home
to four major golf courses. The 2021 US Open will occur
there. The foliage appears semi-tropical to me. Signs warning
all of the alligators (Danger Alligators – Do not feed, or harass
the alligators) were frequent, though we saw none. (Google
said that alligators “brummate” which to me meant they do a
light version of hibernation. They can survive in 40 degree
water and borrow underneath.)

As I was seeking out Tim in the dining area, a woman
came over to me and asked me to meet her husband, who
had run the half. They were both in their 60s and had seen
the Boston 2015(?) shirt I was wearing and wanted to talk
since they were from Boston (he will run the Boston Marathon this April).
They asked me how I did and I went into my usual selfdeprecation and misery about my performance. A 45-yearold, who was with them, told me to lighten up and appreciate
what I had done (I have heard this elsewhere?). They were
very generous with their words of praise and I was quite
touched by their comments. As many of us know, these are
the kind of people you can meet at races. They help make any
experience (even mine) that much more wonderful.
After dinner, Tim and I shuttled back to our digs, talked
for a while about the run, and then chilled for a while. He
wanted to find a good local bar later that evening. The island
is a resort, so finding the kind of bar Tim wanted took a couple of tries. We found one which satisfied both of us.
While at the bar, we met a woman from Boston who had
done the half and had a good long talk and meal with her.
The following day we stopped off for breakfast at a chain
and put on another 2 pounds of fattening food. Our flights to
our respective stopping places left later that afternoon.
Kiawah Island is a rather expensive place to stay for the
marathon. The city of Charleston is about 25 miles to the
northeast and probably has better-priced accommodations.
However, if you stay in Charleston you will have to deal with
the drive, parking, and getting to the marathon start. Being
on the island, close to the start, obviously has its benefits.
Dave lives in Hadley, MA and is SMAC’s club Treasurer

I stayed with the 4:15-ers until mile 18, when I basically
ran out of gas. Finished in about 4:30 (gun time). “That which
does not kill you, makes you stronger.” Well, not sure about
that conclusion. I do know it did not kill me.
Tim did well, finishing in about 3:57.
Afterwards, there was a nice gathering near the finish.
Two pasta dishes, salad, muffins, and brownies, plus beer
(Tim and I did drink after) were served.
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How (Not) to Train for and Run Your First 50-miler
by Sri Bodkhe
Back in the spring I impulsively signed up for a 50-mile
race, the JFK 50 in Maryland, because I thought it would be
cool to do when you turn 50. I was dealing with a knee injury
at the time that took longer to heal than I had expected, canceling a few races and wasting some dough. I wasn’t quite
sure if I could be healthy enough to build up for a 50-miler
and thought it could be another $200 down the drain. I felt
normal by August or so, though, and started to build up some
mileage with an aim to run a BQ marathon in early October.
But I lacked any quality with my speed and long runs due to
oppressive humidity; the weekend long runs maxed out at
about 14 to 16 miles.
I started to feel good about doing the Maine Marathon as
it got closer, and did a longest training run of 18 miles with
Brian Pickell eight days before the race. I thought the course
would be flat, and ideal for my target of 3:25, but as luck had
it, it was a rolling course on a damp day. I ended up finishing
the marathon in 3:33, and then took a 10-day vacation to
Italy with not much running.
Since the JFK 50 is on mixed terrain, I felt an urge to get
on trails for the first time in over five years so it wouldn’t be a
total shock. So my next big buildup race was the Stone Cat
Trail Marathon on November 5th, two weeks before the 50miler. Thanks to Patrick Pezzati taking over the Mt. Toby Trail
Race, I was able to test a new pair of trail shoes at a local trail
race prior to Stone Cat, and got a feel for rocks and roots under the leaves. It may have been a total disaster at Stone Cat
if I didn’t have the Mt. Toby trail run exposure. Knowing I didn’t have much speed, it felt OK to run slow on trails.
The trail marathon at Stone Cat went well, running a little
extra distance than the course called for after getting lost
twice and backtracking a total of about two miles. I only
tripped twice, early on when everything looked “good” ahead
and I decided to stretch my legs out more for some speed. I
dialed back to short stride after the second fall and a good
amount of forearm skin peeled off. It was the right move, as I
stayed upright for the rest of the race, which I finished in
4:48 (more than an hour slower than my road marathons). I
made an effort to stop at every aid station to drink and eat a
little junk, which is what I would need to do at JFK 50 since I
wasn’t planning to carry anything with me for over ten hours.
Stone Cat was my longest run in terms of time and it gave me
confidence that I could finish JFK somewhere between 10
and 12 hours (and before the 13-hour cutoff).
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My wife Ann and I left Friday at 8:30 a.m. and reached
Hagerstown, MD around 5:30 p.m. It was a long day of driving
for me and I felt weary with the race start at 6:30 a.m. the
next morning. I met up with a few Connecticut friends for a
dinner and brews; it was a great family-like atmosphere with
them the whole weekend. I woke up around 4:30 and had
breakfast around 5 a.m., thanks to Hampton Inn accommodating the runners. We drove 30 minutes down to Boonsboro
where the race started and met up with the CT friends. All
eight of us started together at the back of the pack.
More than half of the starting five miles were on pavement, climbing 1,200 feet, most of which we walked to not
strain our legs and aerobic systems too early. The next 12
miles were mostly on the rocks and roots of the Appalachian
Trail (AT). We started to separate from each other and fell
back to them all. The last mile on the AT was steep downhill,
with about a 1,000-foot drop, and it looked dangerous. All the
racers walked in single file, thank goodness! Sadly, we noticed
a woman with a broken arm being attended by the EMTs. Too
bad – it was only a few more feet to go, and she looked like
she was way ahead of the pack.
Ann had my flats ready at the bottom of the hill and I
gladly changed into them, not knowing there was another 28
miles of rough surface ahead. I started to move well on the
C&O Canal tow path at a steady, easy pace, passed five of my
CT friends, and was gaining confidence to finish around 10
hours. I then caught up to another CT friend while passing
many others; both of us ran together or went back and forth.
Not taking enough sugars (Gatorade) made me feel like a
zombie from mile 30, but I was still doing well ‘til mile 38.
Then the stiff, cold, head-on wind gusts got me dejected. The
brain was a little foggy for 15 minutes just standing around or
walking slow, not knowing what to do but definitely planning
to finish. My wife then just pulled in and yelled at me from
afar if I needed anything and I asked for my hoodie. Once
warmed up and comfy, I started to jog again. It started to rain
and sleet from mile 42 onwards, but by then it was “only”
eight miles to go. I also started to drink a little more Gatorade
to feed the brain and it helped. Walked up the bumps and
jogged the rest ‘til three miles to go then decided to just run
in the last three miles to finish in 10:19.
Post‐race, it was a little hard to walk for the rest of the
night. I was achy and chafed but didn’t feel like I got beat up
[Continued next page]
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either. I felt mostly recovered and started to walk almost
“normal” after a good night of sleep. I could have finished
just under 10 if I didn’t feel blue around mile 38, but I was
pleased to finish well.
I didn’t plan to train
specifically or carry a
camelback or a bottle.
Just took whatever
the race had to offer
including eating chicken noodles, first time
anything chicken or

meat in 20 years but back to be vegetarian again. The course
is a mix, at least 10 miles on the AT over the first 15 miles,
then dirt/gravel ‘til mile 42, and then roads to finish. Wish I
hadn’t switched from trail shoes to flats at mile 15; the feet
were feeling it towards the end. But it was an awesome feeling to finish a 50-mile race.
I used to think 50 milers were for lunatics, but not anymore; any “normal” person can do it.
Full Results

Sri is a SMAC member who lives in Buckland.

Notable Half Marathons
by Ted Ridout
The most common races these days seem to be 5Ks and
half marathons. These events now have to compete intensely
to get enough entrants each year. I am not a fan of 5Ks. To
me, they are too short for the money usually charged. If I am
going to drive a distance to an event, it had better be longer
than 30 minutes of running. So I run many more half marathons instead. I have traveled throughout New England to
these events. Perhaps I can recommend some to you.

Western Massachusetts has the Steel Rail Half Marathon
in May. Starts in Lanesboro, does one loop (plus) around a
shopping area, and then dead straight ahead and nearly flat
to end in Adams. I love events with no cars around. The trail
is scenic. A nice brew and food, speedy awards, and bus back
to your car. In the line for food, I asked the lean runner next
to me how he did. “I won the race!” Eric Ashe replied. Perfect. This races closes at 750 entrants, so enter early.

I think the best half marathon event of all, hands (or feet)
down, is the BAA Half Marathon on Columbus Day weekend.
It has a lovely traffic-free course along the Emerald Necklace,
efficient wave start reducing congestion, enthusiastic spectators, speedy and tasty food and drink at the finish, a superior
long-sleeve t-shirt with no ad-encrusted back, and convenient bus shuttles to cars at UMass Boston. It is a world-class
event like the BAA Marathon, but without the cumbersome
logistics on race day. No lengthy wait for your wave to start.

Finally, 3C Race Productions runs the New England Half
Marathon Tour. 18 races in 7 states. Do enough of them, as I
did in 2015, and get a fine fleece jacket embossed with your
name. The pricing of these races is reasonable, especially if
you sign up for a 3-pack or 6-pack of them. 20% of the race
proceeds go to a local group, such as a school running club.
They assist as volunteers. Good shirts without ads, pint glasses to make a collection, and medals. These are smaller
events. Gets you to see lots of corners of New England. I especially enjoyed Wolf Hollow in November in the lovely Mine
Falls Park in Nashua, NH; largely no traffic, some good dirt
road, and asphalt trails along a canal and the Nashua River.
Another is Colt State Park, again November, in Bristol, RI. Run
alongside the water in a stunning park. Absolutely a candidate for most beautiful setting. So get out your 2017 calendar
and start planning. I am.

Getting in is tricky, though. In June, there’s an online entrance lottery that fills in 10 minutes or less. You have to
speed type to make it. Anxiety city! To avoid that you can
sign up as a charity runner raising money, or sign up for the
three races in the BAA medley: 5K, 10K, and half marathon.
This enrollment starts early in the calendar year. There are
equally nice shirts for the 5K and 10K. One warning for race
day: though there are numerous porta-johns, the wait can be
30 minutes. Enjoy!
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Ted is a SMAC member (profiled last issue) from Northampton.
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RAD for Runners
by Aleks Kajstura
On a Wednesday evening in October a few of us gathered
in the Amherst Police station for some… cross-training? But
the hitting, kicking, and body twists may have been more fun
if not for the reason we were all there: a RAD (Rape Aggression Defense) workshop.
Amherst PD describes RAD concisely as “a comprehensive, women-only course that begins with awareness, prevention, risk reduction and risk avoidance, while progressing on
to the basics of hands-on defense training.” And while the
complete RAD course is 16 hours long (taking place over several weeks), SMAC worked with Amherst Police Officer Jessica Damon to offer a shortened, one-evening course focused
on runners.
Officer Damon deftly flipped through the PowerPoint
deck, focused on highlighting a few main points before swiftly getting us to the physical training. She presented us with
some basic safety tips for women:
Don’t run in the dark
Don’t run alone

Vary your running route
Vary your running schedule
We all snickered; that’s a tall ask for anyone with a day
job and a training goal. I got the feeling that our reaction
gave Officer Damon a renewed urgency to move on from the
theory to the practical portion of class.
She ran us through a few basic stability stances and we
all took turns practicing a few jabs and punches. Along with

the physical defenses, we were instructed to shout (anything
in the realm of No/Stop/Go Away). It felt incredibly awkward
at first, especially the shouting – there may have been a bit of
nervous laughter. But with Officer Damon’s encouragement,
we loosened up a bit and got through the drills. Damon’s
flexible and personalized approach to the class also meant
we got to take extra tries at the hits when we needed a bit of
extra practice on one aspect or another.

Once she was satisfied with our results, we moved on to
situations that would require getting out of various grips. This
is where we received an added benefit from Officer Damon’s
military experience: in addition to the “official” RADapproved move, as she showed us her preferred way of
getting out of a forearm hold. I think most of us found Damon’s move to be much more intuitive and easier to execute.
Lastly, Officer Damon opened the floor up to questions
(such as the pros and cons of pepper spray) and requests for
how to deal with other situations (creeps at a bar). We were
halfway through practicing how to disengage from a guy
putting his hand around us, when a scheduling conflict required us to move from the open-space community room
into an office area.
A few close calls with the copy machine didn’t dampen
out enthusiasm, but eventually our time was up.
I’m grateful to SMAC for giving us the opportunity to participate in this well-tailored RAD program, and if the chance
comes up again I’d definitely recommend it.

Race Short: Happy Valley Half Marathon (10/23/16)
SMAC members who finished included Eric Ciocca, Bryant Johnson, Bridget MacDonald, Ron Boyden, Paul Serio, Alexis
Greenblatt, Peter Kennedy, Brian Williams, David Perlmutter, Molly MacMunn, Erin Guzowski, Susie Benson, Amy
Schmidt, Bosiljka Glumac, Miodrag Glumac, Andrew Shelffo, Lilly Haley, Brian Haley, Amy Sternheim, Theresa Vincent,
Katherine Williams, Carla Halpern, Gina Vanasse, Ted Ridout, and Franica Wisnewski. Full results here.
Note: If you were a SMAC racer but aren’t included in this list, please forgive! (And send corrections). It’s really challenging
and time consuming to determine who is a current SMAC member from race results lists, and errors are pretty much guaranteed, especially for larger races. If anyone has any ideas for ways to make the process easier, I’m all ears! (and legs.)
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What Are You Running Away From?
by Donna Utakis
When I tell people that I run ultras, they tend to have
questions. Among the most common are: “How long does
that take?” “Do you take breaks?” “Do you eat?” and “How
do you not fall asleep?” One question that is much less common, but by far the most annoying, is: “What are you running
away from?”
I’m not running away FROM anything. It’s just what I like
to do… sort of.

board and you gag a few forkfuls down to appease your worried spouse.
Do I enjoy feeling hung over, especially without having
experienced the enjoyment of a few drinks with friends the
night before? No, not really. But I LOVE being able to tell people about how I ordered a double omelet with toast and pan
fries and an extra side of grits (had to take advantage of the
race being in North Carolina), but ended up eating it cold 3
hours later when I was over the nausea and couldn’t get food
into my body fast enough. I love bragging about how much
food I can eat the Monday after a 100-miler. I love getting
together with friends a few days after the race and watching
them stare in awe as I down an entire pizza (and we’re not
talking “personal” size).

I have run two very flat ultras – Graveyard 100 along the
Outer Banks in North Carolina, and the Rouge Orleans 126.2
mile run along a levee of the Mississippi River. Living in Amherst, I don’t have a whole lot of options for training on flat
ground, so to prep for these 2 races I spent many Sunday
mornings running 20 to 25 miles on my treadmill. Do I LIKE
spending 4 to 5 hours in my basement on a treadmill, watchYeah, the body does interesting things after a long long
ing old sitcoms until my mind is mush? No, not really. But I
run. I have a friend who, within five minutes of finishing a
LOVE being able to tell people about how weird it feels to
100, will faint, regardless of the level of effort or how long it
slurp down GU’s when indoors, how I
took him to finish. Personally, I tend to
may or may not have forgotten where I
cramp up – legs right away, then feet,
was and spat or blown snot on the basefingers, hamstrings, and rib cage ranI have embarrassed friends
ment floor, how many episodes of Will
domly and without notice for up to 24
and
family
by
jumping
up
and
and Grace it takes to fill four hours.
hours after I finish. I am most prone to
cramping up when sitting on a plane or
shouting obscenities in the
The Graveyard 100 is the most diffiin a restaurant, or anywhere else where
cult ultra I have ever run. One hundred
middle of dinner in a crowded it is least convenient. The worst and
flat, unshaded miles on pavement, with
admittedly most dangerous is when I
restaurant when, without
just one break in the monotony: a 2got a cramp from the arch of my right
mile long bridge paved in concrete at
warning, knots form in both
foot all the way up through my calf to
about the halfway point. The pounding
me knee, while driving home from a
hamstrings simultaneously
was absolutely brutal on my feet and
race. I’ve had to pull over onto the
the constancy of the terrain was equally
shoulder more than once.
brutal on my lower legs. After finishing,
I wandered around the rented condo moaning so loudly that
Recently, my body has also decided that as soon as I finmy husband banned me from sleeping in the bedroom. I
ish a 100-mile race, my nose starts bleeding. Gross AND emspent from 1:00 a.m. until I finally crawled up onto the couch
barrassing. Do I enjoy the cramps and the nose bleeds? No,
and fell asleep at 5:00 a.m. writhing around on the living
of course not. But I LOVE telling people about how my fingers
room floor, bags of ice balanced on my propped-up feet and
suddenly all freeze up, how I have embarrassed friends and
with infomercials for the Hurricane Spin Scrubber and the
family by jumping up and shouting obscenities in the middle
Genie Bra on the TV.
of dinner in a crowded restaurant when without warning
knots form in both hamstrings simultaneously. And yes, I adA few hours later I awoke stiff as a board, starving, and
mit, I love showing people my finish line photos from the
nauseous. I have found that if you run hard, as I had for
Burning River 100 where blood is dribbling down my face.
Graveyard, the day after a 100-miler feels a lot like a hangover: the foggy head, the queasy stomach, that feeling of beYes, I LIKE being a badass. I LIKE being able to say “yeah, I
ing hungry while the sight of food makes you want to yak.
ran 50 miles (or 100 miles, or 150 miles),” telling myself “wait
You go out for breakfast the morning after the race and evefor it,” and counting to 5 in my head until I see somebody’s
rything on the menu looks good, but it all tastes like cardjaw drop or someone do a double take.
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Ultra Ramblings
[Ramblings, continued from previous page]

So, what am I running away from?
I’m not running away FROM anything. Nor am I running
TOWARD anything. Maybe I’m running to maintain the badass image. Because I LIKE it.

Bad-assitide: Bad-ass·i·tude
͞
ˈbad asəˌt(y)ood/
noun
1. a way of thinking or feeling about oneself as a badass, typically reflected in one’s outrageous running, biking, or other
competitive behavior.
Do you have a bad-assitude? Tell us your stories about your
bad-assitude for the next issue of The Sun!
Click! (Photo courtesy D. Utakis)

Ultrarunner for a Day
In my last Ultra Ramblings back in October (see “It’s Hard
Not Being an Ultrarunner” on p. 15 of the Nov/Dec issue of
The Sun), I grumped and whined about not feeling like an ultrarunner. At the time, I was heading into my first attempt at
one in a year, exactly 6 months to the day after bunion surgery that had kept me off my feet for 9 weeks (giving me only
about 12 weeks to whip myself back into shape). I didn’t feel
prepared: I hadn’t done nearly my usual level of training, and
what I had done was slow. And worst, in my head I wasn’t an
ultrarunner.
And then race day came. The weather was perfect: 40
degrees at the start, upper 50’s by the end of the day, puffy
white clouds floating across a clear blue sky, very little wind.
Everything clicked. I ate right, stayed hydrated, had no stomach issues, no cramping issues, and no bad falls. I finished 37
seconds faster than last year. And, yeah, I earned my Ten
Time Finisher jacket.
For that day, I was an ultrarunner again.
Donna Utakis is a past president of and current Secretary for the
SMAC Board of Directors. She has finished more than 25 100-mile
(or longer) races and has had the pleasure of pacing and crewing
many runners through their first ultras. Donna lives in Amherst with
her husband and 2 dogs, who have been putting up with her ultrabehavior for over 10 years.

Race Short: Clarkdale 2016

Photo by Ben Kimball

Many, many, MANY steadfast SMAC members sped
around the scenic Clarkdale Fruit Farms 12K course on
Nov. 13. As the final race of the 2016 SMAC Series, it provided one last chance for series racers to gain points, and
as a well-run mid-distance event whose proceeds benefit
local community supported agriculture, well… it was aces.
full results here

Editor’s note: At the time of this writing, Donna was back on crutches for her second foot surgery. She plans to be running in time to
train for the Pineland Farms 50-Miler in late May.
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Running Away: Atlantic City
by Elayne Berger
The refrain “I want to get away…” from Lennie Kravitz’s
song “Fly Away” drifts through my brain oftentimes when I
have just started a run, and often I mentally plan my next
escape as inspiration. Usually I coordinate a race location either with my other half’s research travel agenda or as a necessary relief from family visits. But my most recent race was
in support of my friend and fellow SMAC member Terri, who
continues to get ever closer to her goal of attaining Marathon
Maniac status. Our mutual friend and SMAC member Anita
offered to join our adventure, and as I have seen evidence of
her masterful trip planning, I was glad to let them choose the
venue as well as the mode of transportation and lodging.
After narrowing the field to the three top contenders last
June, Terri settled on the Atlantic City Marathon and Half
Marathon, which is on the third weekend in October.
Arriving on a clear, warm Friday afternoon, we approached Atlantic City with the ocean on our right and the
towering spectacle of Caesars Atlantic City hotel and casino
in front of us. Anita was driving, so I had a chance to take it
all in. We parked and sought the expo inside the nearby Bally’s casino. I was not getting a particularly prosperous vibe
about the place. We quickly obtained our bibs and then
made our way around the expo. I asked about the number of
registrants, as it appeared that this was so far the smallest

race I had signed up for. Both Anita and I live with the fear of
coming in last, and I was starting to get nervous. But I learned
that there were almost three thousand running the half, so I
figured I had a chance to not embarrass myself too much, and
Anita is a much stronger runner, so we would be OK. The
three of us then decided to take a walk on the Boardwalk,
which is on the other side of the casino, and see where the
race would begin and end. We got a better sense of the
Boardwalk, and also how quickly the weather could change.
As the day ended, a mist was settling upon us and the temperature had dropped several degrees. The forecast called for
clear and breezy skies on Sunday morning.
We had chosen to stay in nearby Egg Harbor, in an affordable but truly comfortable suite. It was Anita’s call, and a really good one! Her sister, who lives in Pittsburgh, was going to
join us. After we had some dinner and Terri and I settled in
for the night, Anita headed over to the nearby Philadelphia
airport to meet Subita. Introductions were made the next
morning and then we all decided to brave the wind and explore Atlantic City a bit. This turned out to be a shopping trip
since, in addition to the casinos, there is an outlet store area
that beckons as you enter the city. Other exciting shops include the jerky outlet, as well as every clothing brand known
to the western world. Honestly our motivation was to stay
out of the wind. The rain was leaving, but the wind
was truly powerful. I was worried about the race
the next day. However, I had purchased some kangaroo jerky, so at least I would be fortified.
The weather predictions were on target, and
although the sun was out it was breezy. So after
following the line of cars into the casino parking
(which was made free to the participants), we huddled inside the boardwalk-side entrance to the casino with many other runners who weren’t ready to
face the chill. Then, like at every other race, we
found our corrals, after making plans to meet up
with Anita and her sister, who were also doing the
half. We wished Terri good luck and planned on
meeting her in front of a candy shop if we didn’t
see her at the end of her race.
The race was well organized, with several police
officers monitoring traffic along the route. It was
only after I returned home that I understood why

The gang (Elayne, Terri, Subita, and Anita) in Atlantic City.
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Running Away
[Atlantic City, continued from previous page]

all of the street names seemed rather familiar, such as Baltic
Avenue. My husband later told that Atlantic City is the birthplace of the game Monopoly; mystery explained! As the runners returned to one end of the Boardwalk, we passed the
defunct Trump Taj Mahal casino. This was just a couple of
weeks before the election, and the place really looked worn
out, with small “Closed” signs printed from some computer
tacked to the inside of the doors. I had to slow down a bit
and just stare at the building, which has a somewhat interesting exterior. Anyway, the most memorable part of the
race was the last six miles along the Boardwalk. It was actually kind of tedious, as the runners had to watch their footing
as well as not bump into innocent folks just going out for a
Sunday stroll as we looped way out and back. Plus, when I
passed the finish line and saw all those faster runners nearly
finished, well, that made me a little snarly. Or it could have
been that I barely trained for this. My path first crossed that
of Subita, the fastest of us all; I figured I would see Anita
soon, but she was still a couple of miles behind. I saw her
around mile nine and called out, “What were we thinking??”
Finally, I straggled back to the finish, with all the usual
hoopla of loud music and an announcer, and ran across the
line. The finisher’s medal is a lighthouse that doubles as a
beer opener. Ah, Jersey. I found my friends at the entrance to
the beer garden for runners and I remember that the bagels
were exceptionally tasty. Some day I will remember to eat
something before a race! This is one benefit of being older
and slower—I don’t pass out with lack of food. Anyway, the
three of us had time to return to our hotel room and shower,
then check out and return to the finish line to pick up Terri.
When we all left Atlantic City that afternoon, it was with a
satisfied glow that only comes after another goal is met. Lat-

er that evening we stiffly emerged from the car and said our
goodbyes, each taking with us another memory of a race and
a new place that we experienced.

Anita and Elayne after the race.

Elayne is a SMAC member from Amherst and currently serves on the Board as the club’s Recording Secretary.

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2017
(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Jennifer Garrett
Age: 43
Town: Greenfield
Job: I work at Vermont Land Trust, a nonprofit organization
that conserves farms, forestland, and public recreational
properties across the state of Vermont.
Where are you from originally, and what brought you to this
area? I grew up in Worcester and came to the Happy Valley
over 20 years ago for school. I’ve left a few times, but I keep
finding my way back!
Runner since: My 20s, but I only ran short distances back
then, and never any races. In my late 30s I began entering
races, but I didn’t run distances greater than 5 miles until I
was nearly 40.
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise): I
was excited to have run two goal races in celebration of my
40th birthday—my first road half marathon (the day before
the big day), and a couple weeks later, the rugged Monroe
Dunbar Brook Trail Race, which had been an aspiration since
my 20s.
Favorite distance to race/run: Half marathon is my favorite
distance, and I especially like running trail halfs.

Secret ambition: To run a marathon within the next few
years. Last year, I dropped out of one a few days before the
race due to injury, and I want to try again and succeed next
time.
Training partners: My primary training companion is my
partner, Ben (a.k.a. “Coach Kimball”). Otherwise, I really enjoy the tranquility of running on my own.

Cross training activities: Last year, intensive cross-training
was left by the wayside to focus on increasing my mileage,
but this will be no longer. Weight training, hiking, yoga, and
fitness classes are now back in the schedule.
Favorite local running route: My all-time favorite running
route—good for lifting my spirits and excellent training for
just about any race—is the Mt. Tom ridge. I have done longer
and shorter variations, but my “standby” route is a +/- 10
mile-lollipop loop, which hits all the summits from Nonotuck
south to Tom.
Favorite season to run in? Time of day? How come? Spring is
by far my favorite reason to run, ideally mid-morning (i.e.,
post coffee). The weather is ideal, the snow is gone, and as a
naturalist I find that the singing birds, chirping frogs, and
blooming plants greatly heighten the experience. It’s easy to
have high spirits and motivation when you no longer need
the balaclava, and the world is coming to life around you.

Top music on your running playlist: Black-eyed
Peas (same songs for >10 years now); also, funk
(like Earth Wind and Fire), bouncy bluegrass, and
some classics, like U2, 1970s/80s Bruce Springsteen (showing my age, just a tad…)
Greatest adventure: I love vacation races; they
offer unknown terrain to explore and test me,
and new like-minded people to meet. Last year it
was a trail race in British Columbia, and this winter I am doing a trail 25K in Florida. After that?
Not sure, but Iceland and Hawaii are on the list.
Favorite piece of running gear: Smartwool PhD
running socks (for the run) and compression
socks (for the recovery).
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[Jen Garrett profile, continued from previous page]

What was the last running event you participated in? Gorge
apres Gorge in West Chesterfield, MA
Favorite non-running activity: Botanizing, hiking, birding,
and napping
Favorite TV Shows: Sherlock, Game of Thrones, Stranger
Things
Favorite food: Fresh vegetables, sushi, and anything from
Fresh Side Eatery
Personal goal for 2017: To correct some of the strength imbalances that have caused pain and injury, and have prevented me from getting to a marathon last year.
Best advice you ever got: Focus on your own ability and
goals; don’t compare yourself to others!
Article of clothing you own way too many of: Deceitful running socks! They look fine (and thus trick me into wearing
them) but actually have seen too many miles, and begin to
slip off shortly into the run.

SMAC Member Profile
Name: Pete Kakos
Age: 40
Town: South Hadley
Work: Operations Manager at Webs
Likes: The morning; pre-dawn, when the roads are empty.
The birds in the fog. And those first steps onto the road. It’s
usually left. Up College Street and onward. I train roads mostly. My reflective gear glows. Lithia and the Holyoke Range are
just a warmup away.
Lately I’ve been stopping in my runs. I stop to look or take
pics. Sit. I might walk. I might stop my watch and walk. Not
for long, just enough.

If you could pick one superpower to have, what would it
be? The ability to fly!
What else should the club know about you? My geeky side
is hard to hold back; as a I result I sometimes botanize while I
run, particularly along trails with diverse flora, like those at
Mt. Tom and places in the Berkshires. If I spot a cool plant, I
will halt my run to check it out, take a photo, or make a botanical collection.
*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming SMAC
member profile, please contact us at sugarloafsun@gmail.com.
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[Pete Kakos profile, continued from previous page]

Most deceptive aspect of running?

When I first started to run, I would stop at the halfway mark
at upper pond. Hiding my exhaustion in the woods. One day
soon after that I made the entire loop. No stopping. Now I’m
stopping again. Especially on the trails. Taking it all in. It’s so
good to be outside.

The best part to the run is how simple it is to accomplish. All
you need is shoes (or not). And also shorts, singlets, a hat,
water pack, a watch, more shoes, tights, cold gear, reflective
gear, wraps, ice packs, braces and bands, on and on. Every
season something new to add. The shoes pile up in my closet.
My dresser has 3 drawers for running and one for regular
clothes. For such a simple sport I sure seem to spend a lot
keeping it simple.

I used to watch every second in training runs. I’d try to beat
my times. I would. In May. Then I could watch as each month
got slower and slower. I've come to realize: I won’t qualify, I
won’t break 20 on Tuesdays, I will never sub-19. My splits are
positive; it matches my attitude. Now I enjoy every run. The
cheaper the better. Large production races are great but the
community you get at a small-town fun run beats all that
swag. You’re never gonna win homemade powerbars at a
BAA, or get a sack of potatoes instead of a shirt.
I love the weekly runs in Holyoke and Northampton. They
break up the work week in spring and summer, and the
Snowstorm Classics always seem to be the worst decision you
can make on an icy sub-0 Saturday. But it’s always the same
happy faces, the men in tights, the bruised, the “in-training,”
the hardcore. We run all week, do double-up days, race 2–3
times, blow it up! We wonder why we hurt.
I do track it all. I started using Strava on January 1st this year
(2016). It's a great way to watch your progress (or regress). I
really enjoy the social media theme. Seeing what other people I know are doing is inspiring. It makes me want to run for
kudo gratification. Strava is awesome for the data it carries.
You can compare yourself to its entire community. Try to
own that segment. Now I have a Garmin HR watch to work on
ticker training.
I use the roads for training. I have three moderate routes,
from 5 to 6 miles, each with a purpose. When I’m in a training
mode I rotate them all week. In the late fall, though, I just
mess around. I mix up routes, do loops and eights. I don’t like
the track; I run right by one. Sometimes in spring I’ll fool myself into a morning of loops. I lose count quickly. Was that 7?
Then there’s the math. As hard as I try, I cannot do math
while running.
The roads suck in winter. This year I bought a used treadmill.
It’s already the shovel rack and it’s only snowed once. Last
year I got snowshoes—but it never snowed. Summer is the
best; the sun gets up real early, and I can go miles without
seeing a car.
I like sweets. I’ve now come to realize that’s probably the
second biggest reason I run. I can kill a tray of cookies.

(Thoughts)
I hate seeing bad runner etiquette. When I wave, you wave.
Run against traffic. Be aware. Be visible, at all times of day.
I love to see people try. Even if they keel over. We were all
there at least once.
Favorite movie? Goonies, of course.
Pokémon GO
My 5-year-old son and I have been training Pokémon since
the summer. I run to all the Poke-stops to collect balls and we
catch Pokémon together. I was never into trading card games,
but this has really given us something special. We have our
own world we play in. It’s a great game, it forces you to move,
outside. You are required to walk (run) specific kilometers to
hatch eggs and grow your Pokémon.
2016 Goal:
To reach 15,000 miles. As I write this I am only 25 miles from
the goal. I know most Smackers do more, but it was a great
motivator for the whole year. At best I was 100 miles ahead
of pace, now I think Sawmill will be the achieving run
(weather permitting). Now that I know what I can do in a
year, I’ll shoot for 16k in ‘17!
Tips:
Road running: don’t be stupid, be aware.
Trail running (downhill): don’t be cocky, be confident.
Best advice: From Sri, on marathon running: “The first half
should be a piece of cake.” It’s probably not the best advice
I’ve ever received, but it’s stuck, and I apply it to nearly every
race.
Pro Tip #017: Run free $$. Most insurance providers will reimburse a race the same as a gym membership. Save your reg
emails for proof. Wanna run a marathon but not pay $130?
Well there you go.
Pro Tip #124: Eat all cake in one sitting to prevent staleness.

Carbs. Carb me up! I rarely eat fatty. All other meals are spot
on. Until the evening, then it’s on.
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: John Zeleznikow
Age: 66
Town: Melbourne, Australia

European conferences, including: Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, Turku (Finland), and Penines, Yorkshire, and Potteries
(UK). In October 1980, I ran my personal best time of 3:19:45
at the New York Marathon. This was before the era of ChampionChips, so the time was an estimated one.

Like many tail-enders in long distance races, I do not have
a “lean and hungry” look. Indeed, when I first joined
Glenhuntly Amateur Athletic Club in 1971, I did so under the
pretence of being a shot putter. But it soon became obvious
that I preferred long distance running – the longer the better.

Since returning to Melbourne in 1985, I have run 24 Melbourne marathons, 12 Canberra Marathons, eight Gold Coast
Marathons, two Sydney Marathons, the Adelaide Marathon,
ten Self Transcendence Marathons, and various Victorian regional marathons.

Running has not been a natural experience for me. As a
three year old, I was caught up in the last great wave of polio,
prior to the development of the Salk vaccine and its virtual
elimination as a disease in the Western world. Soon after recovering from polio, I contracted Perthes disease – a disorder
of the hip in young children. This led to my being in traction
for eighteen months, and not being able to walk without
crutches until I was ten.

My sabbaticals in the Netherlands in 1993, Israel in 1999
and 2015, and the USA in 2007, plus two years at the Univer-

So at school, I always finished last in every race. But I persisted and found I enjoyed long distance running. It gave me
a sense of achievement. Still, the notion of me being able to
finish a marathon was inconceivable.
In 1971, I ran several long-distance races with Glenhuntly. I still remember with fondness the great Ron Clarke cheering me on in the 15-mile road race at Sandown – I was the
sixth and last finisher for the club, eight minutes inside the
allowed time limit. The club needed to have six runners qualify to finish a team in the 15-mile road race and thus win the
road championship. After that I was ready to run my first
marathon: the Victorian Country Marathon in Euroa in 1972.
After a break of a few years, I began running marathons
regularly and ran my best Australian time of 3:24:37 at the
1978 Olympic Tires Marathon. In June 1979, I completed my
PhD at Monash University, and for the next six years worked
as an assistant professor in three North American universities
(including Mount Holyoke College). As a good way to see the
country and make friends, I ran many marathons (including
ten in 1984). Marathons completed included New York (5),
Montreal (4), Toronto (4), Ottawa (2), Chicago (2), Detroit (2),
Philadelphia (2), Green Bay (WI), Iowa City, Birmingham (AL),
Toledo (OH), Carmel (IN), St. Louis, Hawaii, Bostonfest, Maine
Coast, Providence, Cape Cod, Portland (ME) (2) and Los Angeles. I also managed to run marathons in between attending
John representing SMAC at home in Australia.
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sity of Edinburgh (2001–2003) have allowed me to run many
international marathons. These include Dublin (4), Montreal
(3), Toronto (3), Manchester (2), Portland (ME) (2), Boston
(2), Rhode Island (2), Harrow (2), Nottingham (2), Paris (2),
Tiberias (Israel) (3), Amsterdam, Venice, Florence, Quebec
(2), St. John (New Brunswick), Bay State, Scranton (PA), Richmond (VA), Myrtle Beach (SC), Schroon Lake (NY), Manchester (NH), Halifax (NS), Rotorua (NZ), Buller (NZ), Elgin

(Scotland), Dumfries, Belfast, Loc, haber, Longford (Ireland),
Loch Ness, Edinburgh, Blackpool, and Tallinn (Estonia).
I have now settled back in Melbourne, as a Professor of
Information Systems at Victoria University. However, the
travel bug has not totally deserted me. Whilst on sabbatical
in 2007 (at the University of Massachusetts Amherst), I ran
twelve international marathons, and while there I joined the
Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club.
In April 2009, courtesy of my membership in the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club, I ran my first Boston Marathon. I
also ran Boston in 2010. Given that I now rarely break six
hours, I had to run hard at Boston to qualify.
I live 2 miles from the beach. So most of my runs are
along grass beside the beach and occasionally through sand. I
also regularly run in nearby hills.
The number of runners (and cyclists) in Melbourne has
greatly increased over the past six years. Most runners do not
join organised clubs, but run socially. They generally are
women who compete in half marathons or 10K races.

John at the Detroit Marathon in October, 1980.

Melbourne: SMAC’s Australian outpost.

Sugarloaf Winter Youth Track Practice Program
For ages 5–14. We promote athletic training for track and field and build stronger, more confident young athletes. This program will prepare your child for the next season of any sport and increase their performance. Co-ed groups are formed by age.
Each evening we have 4 activities and aim to make training a fun experience. Running, jumping, and throwing will be covered
in a variety of exercises. The program will run on Sunday evenings from 5–7pm at the Smith College ITT building on these
dates: (2016): December 4, 11, 18; (2017): January 8, 15, 22, 29; February 5, 12, 19, 26.
Signup at www.runreg.com
Questions? Contact Sydney Henthorn shenthorn20@gmail.com
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SMAC Youth Track: Charging Ahead
by Laure Van den Broeck
Early in the evening one Sunday in December, close to
the holidays, we stopped by the Smith College indoor track to
see what the SMAC youth division was up to. A lot, that’s for
sure! We were surrounded by a happy buzz of activity as
soon as we came in from the icy outdoors, all of it guided by
coach Sydney Henthorn. We chatted with her a while, and it
became clear to us just how much effort goes into the
program, and how close this is to her heart. Coaching is truly
a work of passion, and it’s done on a voluntary basis. A lot of
kids in our area are getting a taste of athletics through SMAC:
around 100 kids participate in the indoor practice program, at
the outdoor practice program as many as 300 kids participate
in Northampton and 130 in Amherst. The cross-country
clinics in July and August get 40–50 participants.
There weren’t just kids at the track, but parents as well,
hanging out during the training session. We chatted with Tom
Davidson and Tim Kasoulinous, who both said how much they
liked this program for their kids.

Photo by Tom Raffensperger

Thanks to coach Sydney and her helpers (including Smith
College students), kids as young as 5 years old are getting a
fun introduction to the world of athletics, running, and good
sportsmanship. They’re grouped according to age and learn
different activities such as the high jump and relay running.
We watched three groups of boys and girls compete in a
relay game, and it looked like so much fun that we wanted to
join in! (All grown up, I still find that my best running makes
me feel like a kid again, joyfully charging ahead... ).

Photo by Ben Kimball
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Girls on the Run
by Alison Berman
Girls on the Run (GOTR) is a unique ten-week (twice
weekly) afterschool program staffed by trained coaches who
lead small teams through research-based curricula including
dynamic discussions, activities, and running games. GOTR
Western MA serves Hampshire, Hampden, Franklin, and
Berkshire counties. We just completed our 3rd season as a
council, and this season we worked with 300 girls at 23
school sites.

Over the course of the ten-week program, girls in 3rd–
8th grade develop essential skills to help them navigate their
worlds and establish a lifetime appreciation for health and
fitness. Each season culminates with a Girls on the Run 5K
event, with girls from all other GOTR WMA programs. This
celebratory, non-competitive event provides the girls with a
sense of accomplishment and instills the value of goal-setting
at a young age. Our final 5K this season was on November
20th and was hosted by Smith College. We had 650 runners
and at least 1,000 people in attendance. It was an amazing
event!
There are actually two programs. GOTR, our program for
girls in 3rd–5th grade, encourages girls to recognize their individual strengths and celebrate connections with others.
Each season, girls gain a better understanding of who they
are and what's important to them, the value of teamwork
and healthy relationships, and how they can have a positive
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impact on the world. Physical activity is woven into the program to inspire an appreciation for fitness and healthy habits
and teach life skills including treating others with care, practicing gratitude, and managing emotions.
The other program is called Heart and Sole. It is a middle
school program that meets the unique needs of girls in 6th–
8th grade. Heart and Sole considers the whole girl – body,
brain, heart, spirit and social connection – in a positive, structured space where girls can learn about themselves, explore
new ideas, cultivate empathy, and strengthen connections.
Running is incorporated into each lesson to encourage physical wellness and teach life skills such as team building, creating a support system, standing up for themselves and others, and decision making.
For our upcoming 2017 spring season, we expect to have
400 girls and at least 30–35 school sites. All teams have at
least two trained coaches with a team of 8–15 girls. We are
looking for coaches for many of our school sites. We fully
train all the coaches and provide support throughout the season.

For more information, please see our website at
www.girlsontherunwesternma.org or our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/girlsontherunwesternmassachusetts, or
contact Alison Berman, Council Director, via email.
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Flash-SMAC

SMAC in Time with the North Medford Club
by the Sugarloaf Sun Historian
This past summer I ran a 5-mile trail race at the Burbank Hospital in Fitchburg. It was part of a summer race series put on
by one of our friendly neighboring running clubs, the North Medford Club (NMC). My bright yellow SMAC jersey gave my club
identity away. One of the senior NMC club members told me they didn’t see too many SMAC racers much anymore, and that it
was good to see one. He then went over to the trunk of his car, pulled out some very old NMC newsletters, and showed me a
few tidbits of SMAC racing history. Straight outta 1978, baby! Thanks to NMC for the flashback. Check out their website!
Left: Cover of a vintage 1978
NMC newsletter pulled from the
trunk of a car at a 2016 trail race.
Right: Photo of two of SMAC’s
original founding members, Tom
Derderian and Charlotte Lettis, at
the Hampton 10.2-mile road race.
Below Left: Speedy Sugarloafer
Michael Stedman of Easthampton
at the finish of the 1978 Mount
Washington Road Race. He finished in 1:29:20. Other listed
SMAC runners to climb the big
rockpile that year included Tony
Wilcox, Ed Sandifer, Mike Conlin,
Peter Hanrahan, Harry Masterson, Robert Fisher, David Eiben,
Steve Prouty, Ed Cooper, Bruce
Toomey, and Edward Dilorenzo.
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Photos

SMAC in Action!

Andrea Tehan-Carnes at the Clarkdale 12K. (photo by Ben Kimball)

Kathie Williams at the Dan Barry 5-Miler. (photo by Ben Kimball)

Karen Pleasant and Lauren Cuniffe at the Sachem Scamper 5K. (photo by Ben Kimball)

Skip Soper at Clarkdale. (photo by B. Kimball)

Photos of You in SMAC Gear
Gram Pezzati at the
Sachem Scamper 5K.
(photo by Ben Kimball)
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At Any Upcoming Race or Event
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Photos

2016 SMAC Series Awards Dinner (Photos by Ben Kimball)

Donna Utakis and John Goda congratulate Bob Bezio (3rd place male).

Drew Best gives a keynote talk about the evolution of running.

Jodi McIntyre accepts her finisher’s award.

Delicious cake! Just don’t read too closely.

Mike Barlow accepts his 2nd place award.

Donna presents Ron Boyden his 1st place award.

John congratulates Bridget.
Left-Left-Left: Mike Duffy and his
wife (Mike did the most races).
Left-Left: Lorraine Lapointe and
Bosiljka Glumac.
Left: Erin Guzowski receives her
first-place award.
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SMAC Membership

This map shows which towns SMAC members live in as of
mid-December, 2016, with ones that have more members
depicted in darker shades of red. It is limited to just western
MA, though there are also members in locations as far flung
(from here) as Washington DC, Quebec, and Australia.

I’m not sure exactly why, but it looks like last year’s map
may have over-represented many towns (maybe I double
counted families AND family members or something, I don’t
know). Bottom line is we can’t draw any direct comparisons
between the two years. For what it’s worth, I feel pretty confident that this year’s data is accurate.
Northampton still had far and away the most members,
at 73 members or families. It’s clearly our main hub. With
about a third to half as many members as Northampton,
three towns more or less tied for second place (not that it’s a
race, of course): Amherst, Easthampton, and Greenfield.
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Once again it’s probably unwise to try to read too much
into the map. To some extent it probably just reflects the
population density of runners in our region. And the shading
categories were chosen more for utility and to make the data
easy to read. But it does provide a nice snapshot of where
the club’s local hubs and edges were in 2016.
As mentioned in the “From the Editor” column on page 2,
there is a trend of fewer younger folks doing road races lately. That bums me out some, as I feel like running is a healthy,
life-long activity for everyone. Personally, I’m not usually
much in favor of evangelizing, but I’m wondering what happens when we start aging out of our excellent club? So let’s
collectively get out there and bring in some new members!
-Ben (editor of The Sugarloaf Sun)
Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2017
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Annual Meeting

Don't miss the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club’s

Annual Meeting
Sunday, January 8, 2017
at the Courtyard Marriott !!
423 Russell St. (Route 9) in Hadley, MA (website)

All past, present, and future SMAC members are invited.
A buffet dinner will be provided by the Marriott, courtesy of SMAC.

Activities will include:

●

a practice run on the 10-Miler race route; please meet at 10:00 a.m. at the location of the race start at Amherst
Regional High School

●

schmoozing with your fellow runners

●

presentation of this year’s Most Outstanding Runner and Most Improved Runner Awards

●

voting in of the 2017 Board of Directors

The schedule [PLEASE NOTE TIME CHANGES FROM PREVIOUS YEARS]:
10:00 a.m.

Anyone who wants to do a practice run on the 10 miler Race route meet at Amherst Regional High School.

5:00 p.m.

Anyone who wants to arrive early to just schmooze and talk about running is welcome to arrive at the Marriott.

6:00 p.m.

ANNUAL MEETING BEGINS AT THE MARRIOTT (Meeting is expected to conclude at approximately 9:00 p.m.)

9:00 p.m.

Meeting concludes

ALL SMAC members—past, present, and future—are welcome and encouraged to come celebrate a great year of running
and enjoy some great food courtesy of SMAC!!!! Spouses/partners/friends who are not members are also welcome and encouraged to attend, but we may need to ask that you make a small contribution to help cover the cost of the meal.
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Upcoming Races

Not Quite Ready for a 10-Mile Warm-Up (Yikes) Before the Annual SMAC Party?
Then come down to Enfield, CT and do the
10 a.m. Sunday, January 8, 2017
100% of the race fees will go to the Dana-Farber Boston Marathon Challenge. I will be conducting this event to run in the
2017 Boston Marathon but more importantly to raise much needed funds towards Dana-Farber’s lifesaving mission: to cure
cancer. They are making amazing strides and I’m so fortunate to have met many of the folks from Boston and Western
Massachusetts on this year’s charity team. This will be my 8th Boston Marathon (or 9th if you count 2013) but my first Boston as a charity runner. I’m hoping for 3 hours 55 minutes or really any time under 4 hours. We’ll see! My training has just
begun, mostly using the hills around Forest Park and Longmeadow. Sometimes I will get up early and just repeat hills
around JFK.
The custodians at my school, JFK Middle School in Enfield, have volunteered to get up early Sunday morning, to open the
doors to the gym at 9:00 a.m. The race itself will begin at 10:00 in the JFK Middle School Parking lot and go up and down
some hills on Town Farm Road. At Abbe Road you’ll turn around and retrace your footprints to the start. Mackenzie Gray
will be timing the event and I have some great prizes and surprises for winners and racers.
Hope to see you!
Leeann Cerpovicz

REGISTER online at www.runreg.com/no-frill-flannel-5k
And/or consider a donation to Leeann’s DF Boston Marathon Challenge http://runDFMC.org/2017/leeannc

Local Scheduling Notes
Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events
Group runs (4 miles) every Tuesday night at 6 p.m. in Greenfield

8 (Sunday) SMAC Annual Meeting, 6–9 p.m. in Hadley, MA

SMAC Winter Youth Track practices Sunday evenings thru Feb. 26

21 (Saturday) Hoot Toot & Whistle 5K snowshoe race, Readsboro,
VT (just north of the MA state line) 10:30 a.m. link

Alternating weekly 5Ks and 10Ks at Forest Park in Springfield (see
the Greater Springfield Harriers website for full details)

December
31 (Saturday) Sawmill River Run 10K, Montague, MA 10 a.m. link

22 (Sunday) Western MA Scramble 5K/10K snowshoe race, Mt.
Tom, Holyoke, MA (start time TBA) link
29 (Sunday) Arena Attack Indoor Race Series, Amherst 8 a.m. link

January

29 (Sunday) Curly’s Record Run 4-mile snowshoe race, Pittsfield
State Forest, Pittsfield, MA 10 a.m. link

1 (Sunday) Gordy’s First Race 5K/10K, Westfield, MA 11 a.m. link

February

1 (Sunday) Hilltop Orchards 5K snowshoe, Richmond, MA 1 p.m.
8 (Sunday) Informal Amherst 10-miler course run, 10 a.m.

4 (Saturday) Greenfield Winter Carnival Sleigh Bell Run 4-miler,
Greenfield, MA 10 a.m. link

8 (Sunday) No Frill 5K, Enfield, CT 10 a.m. link (see promo above)

26 (Sunday) Amherst 10-Miler, Amherst, MA 11 a.m. link

8 (Sunday) SMAC Indoor Track Meet, 1–5 p.m. in Northampton

March: Stu’s 30K, Holyoke St. Pat’s 10K, Fast Friends 4-Miler
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SMAC Gear
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Parting Shot

Your Biggest Fan

Our own John Reino showing just a liiiiiiiitle bit of spirited SMAC pride.
(Photo by Ben Kimball)
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